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Abstract 
We show that DTR = DT o LDB, that LDTR yZ LDT o DB, and that DT $ LDTR o H, where 
DB, DT, H stand for the class of deterministic bottom-up tree transformations, the class of 
deterministic top-down tree transformations, and the class of homomorphism tree transforma- 
tions, respectively. The prefix L stands for the adjective linear, and the superscript R stands 
for the regular look-ahead. The composition of tree transformation classes X and Y is de- 
noted by X o Y. Using these results and the composition and inclusion results of Engelfriet, 
Fiilijp, and Fiilijp and Viigviilgyi we show that the problem of determining the correct inclu- 
sion relationship between two arbitrary compositions of tree transformation classes from the set 
{ DT’, LDTR, DT, LDT, DB, LDB, H, LH } can be decided in linear time. 
1. Introduction 
In his pioneer papers [ 1,2], Engelfriet studied the compositions of deterministic 
bottom-up tree transducers, deterministic top-down tree transducers, and determinis- 
tic top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead. Among several results, he has 
shown that (a) DTR o DTR = DTR, (b) LDTR o LDTR = LDTR, (c) DB C DTR, 
(d) DTR = LDB o DT, (e) LDTR = LDB o LDT, where DB, DT, H stand for the 
class of deterministic bottom-up tree transformations, the class of deterministic top- 
down tree transformations, and the class of homomorphism tree transformations, re- 
spectively. The prefix L stands for the adjective linear, and the superscript R stands 
for the regular look-ahead. The composition of tree transformation classes X and Y 
is denoted by X o Y. Fiiliip and VBgviilgyi [4,14,5,10,6,9] systematically 
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studied the compositions of several types of deterministic top-down tree transformation 
classes and among several inclusion and decomposition results they have shown that 
(f) DToLH=DT2=DT3,(g) HoH=H. 
Finally, Fiiliip [3] systematically studied the compositions of deterministic bottom-up 
tree transformation classes. Among several results, he has shown that (h) DB o DB = 
DB, (i) LDB o LDB = LDB . 
From their works [9,3], Ftiliip and Vagviilgyi derived a general method which 
they formalized in a mathematical way in [l I]. Their idea is to choose a set of 
tree transformation classes and complete the known composition and inclusion re- 
sults. This method was also applied by Slutzki and VagvSlgyi [ 131 for a monoid 
of tree transformation classes induced by various types of top-down transducers. Our 
aim is to apply the systematic method of Fiiliip and Vagviilgyi for the tree trans- 
formation classes appearing in (a)-(i). We complete the results of Engelfriet [1,2], 
Fiiliip and Vagvolgyi [4, 14, lo], and Ftiliip [3] by finitely many equations and inclu- 
sions such that by applying substitutions we can derive every equation and inclusion 
which holds among the compositions of DTR, LDTR, DT, LDT, DB, LDB, H, LH. 
We also present an algorithm for deciding whether or not an inclusion or equality 
holds between any two composition classes. These questions, and others, may be for- 
malized in the framework of string rewriting systems in the following manner. Let 
M = { DTR, LDTR, DT, LDT, DB, LDB, H, LH }. We consider two monoids defined 
in terms of M: the free monoid M* (with the operation of concatenation denoted 
by . ) and [Ml, the monoid finitely generated by M (with the operation of composi- 
tion denoted by 0). Stings over M represent transformation classes in [M] by means 
of the homomorphism ]I I(: M* -+ [M] defined by 
IlYlY,... ym~~=~~o~20..~oY, formal and YI,...,Y,EM. 
We denote by I E [M] the tree transformation class consisting of all identity tree 
transformations, i.e., I = ]]J]l. Let 8 be the kernel of ]I ]I, i.e., the congruence relation 
induced by the homomorphism )I I]: 
0 = ker(ll II) = {<u,w> E M* xM* 1 I(uJI = ~~w~~} . 
Following Fiilijp and Vagviilgyi [I 11, we raise and solve the following problem. Give 
a Thue system T over M such that the Thue congruence induced by T, denoted by 
*F, equals 8, and present a string rewriting system S over M such that w; = *;. 
Using S give an algorithm which, given Yr,. . . , Y,,,,.Zt,. . ,Z, E M, decides which one 
of the following four conditions holds: 
(i) YI o...oY,=z*o...oz,, 
(ii) Yr oe..oY,CZr o...oZn, 
(iii) Zt 0 . . .o Z, C Yr 0 . . .o Y,, 
(iv) Yt 0 . . . 0 Y, w Zr 0 . f . 0 Z,, 
where w stands for the incomparability relationship. 
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We note that our algorithm is linear time. The choice of M was motivated by 
equations and inclusions (a)-(h) and the decomposition result 
DTR =DToLDB, 
which is one of the main contributions of the paper. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce and recall the notations 
and basic concepts to be used. In Section 3 we show that DTR = DT o LDB. Then we 
give a Thue system T containing the rewriting rules corresponding to the composition 
results (d) and DTR = DT o LDB. We prove that for every (u,u) E T, jlull = j(uj(. 
Hence *F C 8. In Section 4, we give a subset N of M* and a string rewriting system 
S such that S is the set of all pairs of the form (u . Y, a), where U, u E N, Y E M, 
u. Y # v, and u. Y+++Tv. Then ++F = H$ trivially holds. We show that there is a 
linear time algorithm which for every word u E M’ computes a word v E N such 
that u +z v. In Section 5, we show that LDTR $4 LDT o DB and DT $ LDTR o H. 
Then using these results and the inclusion diagrams appearing in [9] and [3] we give 
the inclusion diagram of the set { ]]u 1) Iu E N }, which is, in fact, the set of tree 
transformation classes represented by the elements of N. By direct inspection of the 
inclusion diagram we show that for any u,u E N, (lull = ]]v]l if and only if u = v. In 
Section 6, the main results are presented. First we show that 0 = -3 and [M] = l\N 11. 
Then, given Yi,. . . , Y,,Zi, . . . , Z,, E M, applying the linear time algorithm of Theorem 
4.3 we compute y,z E N with IlYi . . Y,ll = Ily(( and J]Zi . ..Z.,ll = lIzI]. By direct 
inspection of the inclusion diagram we are able to decide in linear time which one of 
(i)-(iv) holds. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Tree transducers 
Let C be an alphabet. The empty string and the length of a string w E .E“ are 
denoted, respectively, by I and Iw]. Recall that Z* is the free monoid generated by C 
under the operation of concatenation, denoted by ’ , with A as identity. 
A ranked alphabet C is an alphabet in which every symbol has a unique rank 
(arity) in the set of nonnegative integers. For any m 20, we denote by Z, the set of 
symbols in C which have rank m. For a ranked alphabet Z and a set of variables Y 
with Y n C = 0, the set of trees (or terms) over C indexed by Y, denoted by Tz(Y), 
is the smallest set U satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) Y U CO C_ U, 
(ii) o(tl , . . . ,t,) E U whenever m > 0, IJ E C, and tl,. . . , t,,, E U. 
The set of trees ouer Z is T,(0), and we simply write TZ for Tz(0). 
For a tree t E Tz(Y), height(t), the set sub(t) of subtrees of t, the set path(t) of 
paths of t, the longest leftmost path lip(t) and the longest rightmost path lrp(t) are 
defined by induction. 
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(i) If t E CO U Y, then height(t) = 0, sub(t) = {t}, path(t) = {,I} and Ilp(t) = 
Irp(t) = 1. 
(ii) If t = o(tl,...,t,) with c E Z,, m > 0, then height(t) = 1 + max{height(&) 1 
1 <i<m}, sub(t) = {t}U(UE, sub(t,)), path(t) = {A}U{in 1 1 di<m,cr E path(tj)}, 
ZZp(t) = 1 . Elp(tl) and Zrp(t) = m . Zrp(t,,,). 
We specify a countable set X = {xt,xz,...} of variables and set& = {xI,...,~,} 
for every m>O. We distinguish a subset ?=z(X,) of Tz(X,) as follows: a tree t E 
T&J&) is in TX(&) if and only if each variable in X, appears exactly once in t 
and the order of the variables from left to right in t is xi,. . .,x,,,. For example, if 
Z = Co U & with Co = {a } and C2 = { cr }, then cr(x1, o(a,xi)) E Tz(& ) but 
a(q,a(a,xi)) 4 Fz(Xi). On the other hand, a(xi,a(a,xz)) E F&5.). 
The notion of tree substitution is defined as follows. Let m 20, t E T&=&) and 
Al,..., h, E H, where H is an arbitrary set. We denote by t[hl, . . . , h,] the tree which 
is obtained from t by replacing each occurrence of Xi in t by hi for every 1 <i <m. 
Let ,E;, A, and d be ranked alphabets, where A = At. Then the set of trees TEAA 
(C Tc~A”~(X)) consists of all trees t of the form t = p[ul(ql ), . . . , u,(q,)], where n 2 0, 
p E ~&XC,,), and ai E A, qi E Td(X) for 1 < i < n. Moreover, the set of trees T,,(X) 
(C Tzv~(X)) consists of all trees t of the form t = p[ul(xi, ), . . . , a,(xin )], where n 20, 
p E F&3&), and ai E A for 1 <i <n. 
Let C and A be two ranked alphabets. Then any subset of T, x T, is a tree truns- 
formation from T, to Td. If r is a tree transformation then the domain dam(T) of z is 
defined as is usual for relations. For tree transformation classes X and Y, X o Y stands 
for { p o r 1 p E X, r E Y }, where o is the composition of relations. 
We denote by I the tree transformation class consisting of all identity tree transfor- 
mations. 
Definition 2.1. A deterministic bottom-up tree transducer (db for short) is a system 
S! = (C,A, A,A’,P), where 
(1) Z is a ranked input alphabet; 
(2) A is a ranked state alphabet, it is a unary alphabet, i.e., A = Al; also, A n (.E U 
AuX)=& 
(3) A is a ranked output alphabet; 
(4) A’(G A) is the set of final states; 
(5) P is a finite set of rules of the form 
where m>O, cr E t;,, u,ul,..., a, E A, and r E T&G,). There are no two different 
rules in P with the same left-hand side. 
The computation of db’s is formalized as follows. Define the binary relation +d on 
the set TEAM so that for any t,s E TEAA( t +d s if and only if the following 
condition holds: there is a rule o(ut(xi),. . .,a,(~,,,)) + u(r) in P such that s can 
be obtained from t by replacing an occurrence of a subtree a(at(ti), . . . ,a,(&)) of 
t by u(r[ti,.. .,&,,I), where tl , . . . , tm E Td (X). Clearly, the relation +d is interpreted 
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as a method of rewriting terms into terms. The reflexive, transitive closure of *,d, 
denoted by *>, is interpreted as the computation relation of &. The tree transformation 
computed by d is the relation 
rd = { (6s) E T,r X rd ) t *s a(s) for some a E A’ } 
We now introduce four special types of the db. Let SZI = (C,A, A,A’, P) be a db. 
We say that JS! is the following. 
(a) A deterministic bottom-up tree automaton (dba) if C = A and each rule in P 
is of the form o(al(xl),. . . ,a,(~,)) + a(o(xl,. . . ,x,)) where a,al,. . . ,a, E A; in that 
case, the tree transformation rd is a partial identity on rz. 
(b) A linear deterministic bottom-up tree transducer (ldb) if for each rule 
4a1h 1,. . . > G&m>> --t a(r) in P, each of the variables xl,. . . ,xm appears at most 
once in r. 
(c) A total deterministic bottom-up tree transducer if for any states al,. . . , a,,, E A 
and function symbol c E C, (m 2 0) there is exactly one rule in P with left-hand side 
a(al(xl>,...,a,(x,>). 
(d) A bottom-up homomorphism (bh) if A is a singleton set, A = A’, and d is 
total. 
The class of tree transformations computed by all db’s (respectively, ldb’s) is denoted 
by DB (respectively, LDB). The tree language recognized by a dba & is L(d) = 
dom(zd). The class of tree languages recognized by dba’s is denoted by REC. 
Let d = (C, A, A,A’, P) be a db and let B 2 A. Then we denote by d(B) the db 
(ZA, A,B,P). 
Definition 2.2. A deterministic top-down tree transducer (dt for short) is a system 
.d = (C,A,A,ao,P), where 
(1) C is a ranked input alphabet; 
(2) A is a ranked output alphabet; 
(3) A is a ranked state alphabet, it is a unary alphabet, i.e., A = Al; also, A n (C U 
AuX)=@ 
(4) a0 is an element of A, the initial state; 
(5) P is a finite set of rules of the form 
~~xI,...,x,)) + r, 
where m 2 0, a E C,, a E A, and r E TEA. There are no two different rules in P 
with the same left-hand side. 
The computations of dt’s are formalized as follows. Define the binary relation *d 
on the set Td,&Y) so that for any t,s E Td&Y), t *d s if and only if the following 
condition holds: there is a rule a(a(xl,. . .,x,)) -+ r in P such that s can be obtained 
from t by replacing an occurrence of a subtree a(o(tl,. . . , t,,,)) of t by r[tl,. . . ,t,,,], 
where tl ,...,t,,, E T#). 
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Clearly, the relation +-d is interpreted as a method of rewriting terms into terms. The 
reflexive, transitive closure of *d, denoted by +s, is interpreted as the computation 
relation of d. The tree transformation computed by S? is the relation 
T& = { (t,~) E TZ x TA 1 ho =s-- s}. 
For each a E A, ~&‘(a) = (C,A, A,a,P) is the dt ~4 with initial state a instead of a~. 
Let d = (Z,A, A,uo,P) be a dt. We say that ~3 is the following 
(a) A deterministic top-down tree automaton (dta) if Z = A and each rule in P 
is of the form u(a(q ,..., xm)) --) a(ur(xr) ,..., a&,)) where u,ui ,..., a, E A; in that 
case the tree transformation rd is a partial identity on T_v. 
(b) A linear deterministic top-down tree transducer (ldt) if for each rule a(+,, . . . , 
x,,,)) + r in P, each of the variables xi , . . . ,xm appears at most once in Y. 
(c) A total deterministic top-down tree transducer if for any state a E A and 
function symbol c E .Z, (m 20) there is exactly one rule in P with left-hand side 
4c(x1 ,...,&n)). 
(d) A top-down homomorphism tree transducer (th) if A = {a~}, and ~4 is total. 
The class of tree transfomrations computed by all dt’s (respectively, ldt’s) is denoted 
by DT (respectively, LDT). The tree language recognized by the dta d is L(d) = 
dom(rJ. The class of tree languages recognized by dta’s is denoted by DREC. It is 
well known that DREC c REC. 
Finally, we consider the class of th tree transducers. By Theorem 1.9 in Ch. IV 
of [12] the class of all tree transformations induced by bh transducers coincides with 
the class of all tree transformations induced by th transducers. We denote this tree 
transformation class by H. The proof carries over to the linear case as well, hence the 
class of all tree transformations induced by linear bh transducers coincides with the 
class of all tree transformations induced by linear th transducers. We denote this tree 
transformation class by LH. 
Top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead, one of the main topics of this 
paper, were defined in [2]. It transpired that they have a number of nice properties, 
especially in the deterministic case. For example, the class of deterministic top-down 
tree transformations with regular look-ahead is closed under composition. 
Definition 2.3. A deterministic top-down tree transducer with regular look-ahead 
(dtR) is a system d = (&A, A,ao,P), where the first four components are defined 
exactly as in Definition 2.2. Here P is a finite set of rules of the form 
(44x1 ,...,x,)) -+ r; Lr,...,L,) , 
where u(o(xl,. . . ,xm)) -+ r is an ordinary dt-rule, as in Definition 2.2, and for each 
1 < i < m, Li E Tz is a language in REC. Moreover, Li flLi = 8 holds for some 1 < i <m, 
whenever (u(o(xr,. . . ,x,)) -+ rl; LI,. . . ,Lm) and (a(&, . . . ,xm)) + r2; L’,, . . . ,LL) are 
different rules in P. 
One step in the computation of SQ is represented by the binary relation =s& on 
T&X) defined such that t +d s if and only if the following condition holds: there 
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is a rule (a(o(xl,. . .,x,)) --+ r; LI , . . . , L,) in P such that s can be obtained from t by 
replacing an occurrence of a subtree a(o(tl,. . . , t,,,)) of t by r[tl,. . . , tm] where ti E L, 
for I<i<m. 
It can be seen from the definition of +d what the notion look-ahead means: a rule 
can be applied at a node of a tree only if the direct subtrees of that node are in the 
tree languages given in the rule. Note that ~4 can apply at most one rule at any given 
node. This is because for any two different rules in P with the same left-hand side 
there exists a variable xi such that the two look-ahead sets corresponding to xi are 
disjoint. As usual, +>, the reflexive, transitive closure of =+d, formalizes the concept 
of computation of the dtR d, and the binary relation 
rd = { (t,s) E TZ x T4 I ao(t> =$ 8) 
defines the tree transformation induced by G!. 
Let d = (C,A, A,ao, P) be a dtR. We say that d is a linear deterministic top-down 
tree transducer with regular look-ahead (ldtR) if for each rule 
(4~(Xl,...,&l)) --t r; Ll,...,Ll) 
in P, each of the variables xi , . . . ,xm appears at most once in r. 
The class of all tree transformations defined by all dtR’s (respectively ldtR’s) is 
denoted by DTR (respectively LDTR). 
Finally, we recall some composition and decomposition results. 
Proposition 2.4 (Engelfiiet [2]). (i) DTR o DTR = DTR, 
(ii) LDTR o LDTR = LDTR. 
Proposition 2.5 (Engelfiiet [2]). (i) DTR 2 LDB o DT, 
(ii) LDTR C LDB o LDT. 
2.2. Automata, Thue Systems, and String Rewriting Systems 
A finite automaton is a 4-tuple d = (C,A,G,ao), where C is an input alphabet, A 
is a finite set of states, 6 is a mapping from A x C to A, and a0 E A is the initial state. 
A conjiguration of ~2 is a pair (q, w) in Q x Z’. The move relation Fd is defined 
as follows. For any configurations (q, w), (q’, w’) of d, if w = CIW’ and 6(q,a) = q’, 
then (q,w) td (q’, w’). The reflexive-transitive closure of t-- is denoted by t--. 
Let C be an alphabet. A Thue system T over C is a finite subset of C’ x C* and 
each element (u,v) of T is called a rewriting rule. The Thue congruence generated 
by T is the reflexive, transitive closure ++; of the relation ++r defined as follows: for 
any w,z E Z*, w *T z if and only if there exist x, y E C’ and (u,v) E T such that 
either w = xuy and z = xvy, or, w = xvy and z = xuy. It is well-known that +-+> is 
the least congruence over C* containing T. 
A string rewriting system S over C is a “one-way” version of a Thue system in 
that its finite set of rewriting rules can be used in one direction only. The relation 
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‘3; is the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation -+s defined by: for w,z E C*, 
w -+s z if there exist X, y E Z* and (u, v) E S such that w = xuy and z = xuy. We 
say that z can be derived from w in S, if w 4: z holds. The symmetric, reflexive and 
transitive closure +-+d of -+s is a congruence over C’. It is called the Thue congruence 
generated by S. 
3. The The system T 
Consider the set of tree transformations A4 = { DT’, LDTR, DT, LDT, DB, LDB, H, 
LH } and the two monoids defined in terms of M: the monoid M’ (with the operation 
of concatenation) and [A41 = { Yt o . . . o Y,,, 1 m>O,Yi E A4 for 1 <i<m}, the monoid 
finitely generated by A4 (with the operation of composition denoted by 0). We will 
freely confuse names (e.g. the symbol DT) with meanings (the class DT). Strings over 
A4 represent transformation classes in [M] by means of a homomorphism ]I ]I : M* --) 
[M] defined by 
We denote by I E [M] the tree transformation class consisting of all identity tree 
transformations, i.e., I = IlA]]. Let 0 be the kernel of 11 I), i.e., the congruence relation 
induced by the homomorphism )I (1 : 
0 = WI1 II) = {(u,w) EM* x M* I llvll = llwll) . 
Let the Thue system T CM* x M* consist of the following 22 rewriting rules: 
(1) 
(3) 
(5) 
(7) 
(9) 
(11) 
(13) 
(15) 
(17) 
(19) 
(21) 
(LDTR . LOT, LDTR) 
(DT . LDB, DTR) 
(DT . LH, DT2) 
(LDT . LDTR, LDTR) 
(LDT . LH,LDT2) 
(LDB . LDT, LDTR) 
(LDB . H, DB) 
(H . LDT,DT) 
(H . H,Hl 
(LH . LDT, LDT) 
(LH . H,H) 
(2) 
(4) 
(6) 
(8) 
(10) 
(12) 
(14) 
(16) 
(18) 
(20) 
(22) 
(LDTR . LDB, LDTR) 
(DT . H,DT’) 
(LDT . DTR, DTR) 
(LDT . DT,DT2) 
(LDB . DT, DTR) 
(LDB . LDB, LDB) 
(LDB . LH, LDB) 
(H . LDB, DB) 
(H.LH,H) 
(LH . LDB, LDB) 
(LH . LH, LH) 
Next we will argue that for every (a,/?) E T, ((c11( = 11/?11, or equivalently, (s/I) E 13. 
For each i (1 <i <22), if the ith rewriting rule of T is (~1, /I?), then the corresponding 
claim I(a(] = ]]B]] will be denoted by (i’). We thus have to prove that (i’) holds for 
1 Gii22. First we will show that (3’) holds. In the proof we will need the following 
result. 
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Lemma 3.1. For each dtR d = (C,A, A, ao, Pd), there exists a dba 9 = (C, D, C, D’, 
Ps) such that for each look-ahead set L appearing in a rule of d, L = L(g(C)) for 
some C C D. 
Proof. Let L 1,. . ,Lk be all the look-ahead sets appearing in the rules of d, where 
k 3 0. For I< i < k, let Li = L(9i) for some dba 9i = (C, D,, Z:, D:, Pg, ). Let D = 
D1 x . .. X Dk, D’ = 8, and let Zi : D1 X .. . x Dk + Di be the ith projection for 
l<ibk. The rule o(di(xi),...,d,(x,)) + d(o(xl ,...,xm)) is in Pp if and only if 
c(ni(dl )(x1 ), . . . > it) + ni(d)(4xl, . . ..x.)) E P2, for lfi<k. It should be 
clear that for each 1 <i 6 k, Li = L(g(Ci)) with Ci = D1 x . . x Di-1 
xD;xD,+, x.,.X&. 0 
Theorem 3.2. DTR = DT o LDB. 
Proof. It should be clear that DT C DTR and LDB G DB. By Theorem 3.2 of [2], 
DB 2 DTR. By (i) of Proposition 2.4, DTR is closed under composition. Hence DT o 
LDB C DTR. 
We now show that DTR CDT o LDB. Intuitively, we simulate the computation of a 
dtR d by the composition of a dt 98 and an ldb %Z as follows. All states of d are 
in the state set of 99. In state a of d, and at a node v labeled by cr, 98 applies a 
rule of which right-hand side contains as subtrees the right-hand sides of all d-rules 
with left-hand side a(a(xl, . . . ,x,)). Moreover, the right-hand side of this &?-rule also 
contains the variables x1, . . . ,x,,, corresponding to the subtrees at the sons of v. Thus, 
during its computation, 9J copies slightly modified versions of the subtrees at the sons 
of v. Hence, V is able to compute the look-ahead of s%! on these subtrees and is able 
to choose the right-hand side of the rule applied by d. 
More precisely, let &’ = (C,A, A,ao, Pd) be a dtR. We lose no generality by as- 
suming that A0 # 0. Let p E A0 be arbitrary. By Lemma 3.1, there exists a dba 
9 = (C, D, C, D’, PB) such that for each look-ahead set L appearing in a rule of -c4, 
L = L(SY(E)) for some E g D. We denote by L(E) the tree language L(9(E)). 
Considerthedt~=((C,B,~UAUT,ao,P~),whereB=AU{b},b#Aisanew 
state, J? = { 5 1 o E C }, and 2 rl A = 0. We define the ranked alphabet r and P,a in 
the following way. 
(i) For any a E A, m>O, and 0 E C,, let 
( a(+ ,...,xm>) -+ tl;L(DI,),...,L(Dlm)), 
(a(+1 ,...,xm)) -+ m;L(D,1),...,L(D,,)) 
be all rules in Pd with left-hand side a(a(xl, . . . , x,)) for some n >, 0. Then we put the 
function symbol ( a, a ) in r,,,+,, and the rule 
44xl,...,x,)) + (a,o)(b(xl),...,b(x,),tl,...,t,) 
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in Pg. (Intuitively, the right-hand side of the above rule contains as subtrees the 
right-hand sides of all P&-rules with left-hand side a(o(xi,. . .,x,)). Moreover, it also 
contains the variables xi, . . . ,x,. When applying the above rule at a node v labeled by 
g, all subtrees at the sons of v are copied and then 93 is able to relabel these subtrees 
applying rules of (ii).) 
(ii) For any m 2 0, and (r E C,, we put the rule 
in Pg. (Intuitively, 99 in state b rewrites every symbol c into 6.) 
By direct inspection we see that 33 is total. 
Intuitively, the ldb V computes the look-ahead of d on the subtrees containing 
symbols with “tilde” and hence is able to choose the rule applied by d. Thus, $9 
deletes the other right-hand sides and the subtrees containing symbols with “tilde” and 
leaves only the chosen right-hand side. To this end the state set of W contains all 
states of 9. Moreover, W contains two other states, yes and no as well, Consider an 
input subtree with topmost symbol in r. If there is a computation of d encoded in 
this subtree, then % arrives above its topmost symbol in state yes; otherwise, it arrives 
above its topmost symbol in state no. 
To be precise, consider the ldb 92 = (2 U A U r, C, A, { yes}, Pw), where C = 
{ yes, no } U D and PW is defined as follows. 
(i) For any m>O, and 6 E A,, we put S(yes(xi) ,..., ye+,)) -+ yes(&xi ,... rxm)) 
in Pg. Moreover, for any m 20, and 6 E A,,,, and cl,. . . , c, E { yes, no }, we put 
~(c1h),...,d&l)) --) N&m ,...,x,)) in Pq if cj = no for some ldi$m. (In- 
tuitively, if $9 reaches the topmost symbol of an input subtree in state yes, then it 
contains some computation of ~4.) 
(ii) For any m>O, and CJ E C,, if o(di(ni), . . . ,d,(x,,,)) -+ d(a(xl,. . . ,x,,,)) E P,, 
then we put the rule &(di(xi) ,..., dm(xm)) -+ d(6(xi ,..., x,,,)) in Pq. (Intuitively, ‘$2 
computes the look-ahead of LZ? applying the above rules.) 
(iii) For any a E A, m20, CT E Z,,,, with 
( 4dXl ,...,x,))jt,;L(D~l),...,L(Dl,)), 
( 44x1 ,...,xm)) + t,;L(Dnl),...,L(Dnm)) 
being all rules in Pd with left-hand side a(o(xi,. . . ,x,,,)), for any cl,. . . ,c, E { yes,no }, 
and for any dl , . . . ,d, E D, if there exists an integer 1 <j < n such that dl E 
Djl,.-*, d,,, E Dim, then we put the rule 
in Pv; otherwise, we put the rule 
(u,o)(dl(xl),...,d,(x,),cl(xnt+l),...,~n(Xm+n)) + no(p) 
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in Pg. (Intuitively, % chooses the right-hand side of the rule which is applied by d. 
Then 59 deletes the other right-hand sides and the subtrees containing symbols with 
tilde and leaves only the chosen right-hand side. If no d-rule is applicable by d, then 
%? enters the state no.) 
Note that the determinism of d ensures that in (iii) there exists at most one j such 
that dl E DJ,, . . . . d, E Djm. Hence, there are no two different rules in P* with the 
same left-hand side. By direct inspection we see that V is total. 
We now show that zd = 7~ o tq. It is sufficient to show that for any a E A, p E T, 
and q E Td, 
a(p) ==k$ q w there exists r E Tfud,, such that a(p) =$ r and r +$ yes(q). 
We proceed by induction on the structure of p. 
Case 1: p E &_ 
==+: Let us suppose that a(p) +> q. Then the rule a(p) -+ q is in Pd, the rule 
a(p) --) (avp)(q) is in Pa, and the rule (a,p)(yes(x~)) -+ yes@,) E PO. Let Y = 
(a, P j(q). Then 4~) =b t-. Moreover, r +=G (a, p )&s(q)) JY yes(q). 
+=: Let us assume that there exists r E Tfudur such that a(p) =+$ r and Y +$ 
yes(q). Since height(p) = 0, a(p) -+ r is in PB. By the definition of Pa, there 
exists a rule a(p) ---f s in PM such that r = (a, p)(s). By the definition of Pw, 
(a, P)(S) *G (a, pKw(s)) - w(s). H ence yes(s) = yes(q). Thus s = q and a(p) 
=?:, 4. 
Case 2: p = a(~,, . . .,p,,,), o E C,,,, ma 1, ~1,. . . , pm E Tz. 
==+: Let us suppose that u(p) +; q. Let 
(44x1 ,...A)) -) tl;L(Dll),...,L(D,,)), 
(4h,...,xm)) --+ t,;L(D,,),...,L(Dn,>) 
be all rules in Pd with left-hand side a(a(xl, . . . , x,,,)), where n 2 1. Let us assume that 
we applied the jth rule in the above derivation. That is, 
44P1,. ..,pm))J~~~[aI(pi,),...,a~(Pi,)l *2 sj[41,a..,qd = 4, 
where sj E TA(XI), 120, tj = sj[al(xil),...,ar(xi,)], PI E &Djl>,...,pm E L(Djm), 
and al(pi,)+-- 41, . . . . at(pt,)*- qt. Hence 
PI =$ dl(pl),...,p, +-; &(pm) 
for some dl E Djl,..., d, E Dim. By the definition of Pg, the rule a(a(xl,. . . ,x,)) + 
(a,o)(b(xl), . . . ,b(x,), tl,. . . , t,) E P.+ Hence 
a(a(pl,..., Pm))~~(a,a)(b(pl),...,b(p,),tl[pl,...,p,l,...,t,[pl,...,p,l). 
Since 6% is total, for each 1 <i Gn, there exists exactly one tree r; E Tfudur such that 
ti[Pl , . . . , pm] ==k; r-i. Moreover, for each 1 <i Gm, there exists exactly one tree pi E i”f 
such that b(pi) +$ bi. 
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Thus, we get 
a(p) =44pl,...,Pm)) 
=?g (a,0)(b(p1),.. .,b(P,),~l[Pl,...,P,l,...,~~[~l,.. .,P,l,...,t,[Pl,...,P,l) 
*; (U,U)(b ,,“‘, &,rl,...,rj,...,r#) =r, 
where tj[Pl,. . . , Pm] = sj[Ul(Pi,),...,Ur(Pi,)J, rj = sj[ul,..-,u/l9 al(Pif)*G u19...9 
ar(Pi, ) =F; UI for some ~1,. . . , UI E Tf,,,,. By the induction hypothesis, 
241 *G Yes(ql), . . . , w =$ _w(q~) . 
By (i) of the definition of Pv, 
sjLW4qi, >, . . . , YMqi, )I 4 Ye4sj[q13. . . ,4/l) . 
Hence, 
rj =Sj[Ul,..., ur] *s Sj[JWS(qi, >, . .. , _YfS(gi, >I +-> Yes(sj[qi, 9.. .Y 4irl) = yes(q). 
(*I 
Since %? is total, for each 1 <i<n there exists exactly one tree qi E Td such that 
ri *,$ ci(qi), where Ci E {yes, no}. By (*) cj = Yes and qj = q. By (iii) in the 
definition of Pq, the rule 
(U,a)(d~(xl),...,d,(x,),Cl(x,+~),...,Cj(xm+j),...,Cn(xnr+n)) + Cj(%+j) 
is in Pw, where ci E {Yes, no}, i E { 1,. . . , n}. Hence 
r*G (u,o)(dl(~l),...,d,(~,),cl(ql),...,cj(qj),...,Cn(qn))J~Yes(q). 
+=: Let us assume that there exists Y E Tf,,,, such that a(p) =+g r and r =k$ 
yes(q). Then 
=%+7 (a,~)(b~pl~,...~~(P~~~tlrPl,...~P~l~...~t~rPl~...~ Pml) 
=+-; (u,o)(~l,...,~,,rl,...,r”) = y, 
where u(o(x~,. . . ,x,)) -+ (u,o)(b(xl),. . . ,b(xm),tl,. ..,tn) E PSB, b(pi)*i Pi for 16 
i<m, and ti[pl,.--, pm] *$ ri for 1 di<n. 
For each l<i<n, ti = si[Uil(xg(i,l)),..., Ui/,(X&i,/,))] for some li >o, Si E ?A(& ), 
andail,..., ail,EA.Here~:{l,..., n}x{1,2 ,... }+(1,2 ,... }isamapping.Hence, 
for each lSi,<n, ti[Pl,.-.,PrnI =si[ail(pg(i,l)),...,Uu,(Pg(i,r,))I 3 
and the derivation ti[pl , . . . , pm] =k$ ri has the form 
ti[Pl,-.-, plnl = si[ail(p~(i,i)),..,,Uir,(P~(i,c,))l +G ~i[~il,...~Wl =ri , 
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where 
Gl(P@(i,l)) *$ t&l,. . . 3 Qi/,(P&i./,)) *$ ui,, . 
We now write the derivation r =s-& yes(q) in a more detailed form 
where ii +& di( ji) for 1< i < m; for each 1 < i f n, qi E T,, ci E {yes, no}, and 
r; “4 ci(qi). In the last step we apply the rule 
(a,@)(dl(xl),..., d,(x,),Cl(x,+l),...,Cj(Xm+j),...,Cn(Xrn+n)) * Cj(Jm+j) E p%t 
where for each I< i < n, ci E {yes, no}, cj = yes, and qj = q. By the definition of Pz,, 
(4o(x1 ~~~~Y&I)) --f tj;L(ojl),...,L(ojm)) E pd > 
where dl E Djl,..,, d, E Dj,, hence p1 E L(Djl),. . ., pm E L(Dj_m). Moreover, 
Yj =Sj[Ujl,..., uji,] *$J sj[Yd~l>, . . . , y&q 11 +G Ydsj[ul,. . . , Ol,l> = Ydqj) 3 
where 01, . . . ,OI, E TA, 
and 
sj[ul,..., Ul,l = 4j 
By the induction hypothesis, 
uji(P#(j,l)) 4 ulr. ..,aj/,(P~(j,t,)) 4 01, 
Hence, 
U(P) = d@(Pl,... ,P,))~~Sj[Ujl(P~Ci,l)),...,“jr(P~Ci,r,))l 4 sj[Ul~~~~~Ui,l 
=q,=q. lx 
Lemma 3.3. For every (a,/0 E T, 110111 = IIfiII, or equivalently, (LX,/?) E 8. 
Proof. We obtain the following result by direct inspection: 
ICLDTLLDTRCDTR. (t) 
In the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [2], Engelfriet showed that DB C_ DTR. His proof carries 
over to the linear case, that is, one can show in the same way that LDB C LDTR. Thus 
we get that 
IsLDBcLDTRcDTR. ($) 
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The following equations hold: 
(1’) 
(2’) 
(3’) 
(4’) 
(5’) 
(6’) 
(7’) 
(8’) 
(9’) 
(10’) 
(11’) 
(12’) 
(13’) 
(14’) 
(15’) 
(16’) 
(17’) 
(18’) 
(19’) 
(20’) 
(21’) 
(22’) 
LDTR o LDT = LDTR 
LDTR o LDB = LDTR 
DT o LDB = DTR 
DToH = DT2 
DToLH = DT2 
LDT o DTR = DTR 
LDT o LDTR = LDTR 
LDT o DT = DT2 
LDT o LH = LDT2 
LDB o DT = DTR 
LDBoLDT = LDTR 
LDB o LDB = LDB 
LDBoH = DB 
LDB o LH = LDB 
HoLDT=DT 
HoLDB = DB 
HoH=H 
HoLH=H 
LH o LDT = LDT 
LH o LDB = LDB 
LHoH=H 
LHoLH = LH 
(by (t), and (ii) of Proposition 2.4) 
(by ($), and (ii) of Proposition 2.4) 
(by Theorem 3.2) 
(by Table 2 in [ll]) 
(by Table 2 in [l 11) 
(by (t), and (i) of Proposition 2.4) 
(by (t), and (ii) of Proposition 2.4) 
(by Table 2 in [ 111) 
(by Table 2 in [ 111) 
(by (S),(i) of Proposition 2.4, and 
(i) of Proposition 2.5) 
(by ($), (i), (ii) of Proposition 2.4, and 
(ii) of Proposition 2.5) 
(by Fig. 2 in [3]) 
(by Fig. 2 in [3]) 
(by Fig. 2 in [3]) 
(by Table 2 in [l 11) 
(by Fig. 2 in [3]) 
(by Fig. 2 in [3]) 
(by Fig. 2 in [3]) 
(by Table 2 in [l 11) 
(by Fig. 2 in [3]) 
(by Fig. 2 in [3]) 
(by Fig. 2 in [3]) Cl 
We now list elements (uk, vk) (23 dk G 106) of -F. For each integer 23 <k< 106, 
we write #k -*r Uk rather than (&,t&) E *;. Moreover, the list (it,. ..,ilt) of integers 
with 1 Gil , . . . , ilk <k - 1 which follows the pair uk ++F ok indicates that uk can be 
transformed into nk by applying (il), . . . , (ilk) in this order. In this way we present the 
PrOOf that uk -; ok. 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
DTR 
LDTR 
DT 
DB 
LDB 
H 
LH 
DT2 
LDT2 
LDT.H 
LDT . LDB 
DTR H; DTR 
DTR -; DTR 
DTR ++; DTR 
DTR -; DTR 
DTR -; DTR 
DTR ++; DTR 
DTR H;. DTR 
DTR ++; DTR 
DTR -; DTR 
DTR -; DTR 
DTR -; DTR 
(3,10,12,10,15,6,3,15,17,15,3) 
(11,6,10,12,10) 
(15,6,3,15,17,15,3) 
(16,10,12,10,3,15,17,15,3) 
(10,12,10) 
(3,15,17,15,3) 
(3,15,21,15,3) 
(25325) 
(636) 
(2% 6) 
(2736) 
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(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43 ) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) DT2. DB ++f DTR (71325) 
LDT . DB . DTR -; DTR 
LDTR. H . DTR -; DT’ 
DT’ . LDTR -; DTR 
LDT’ . LDTR ++; LDT’ 
DT ’ LDT’ -; DT’ 
DB . LDTR -; DTR 
LDB . LDTR -; LDT’ 
H . LDT’ ++; DTR 
LH . LDTR -; LDT’ 
DT2 LDTR H;. DTR 
LDT2. LDT’ H; LDTR 
LDT . H . LDTR -; DTR 
LDT . LDB . LDT’ -‘T LDTR 
LDT . DB ’ LDTR ++; DTR 
LDTR H LDTR +++T DT’ 
DTR . DT c-‘; DTR 
LDT’ DT -3 DTR 
DB . DT -; DTR 
H.DT -; DT 
LH.DT -; DT 
DT3 -; DT2 
LDT= . DT -; DT= 
LDT.H.DT -; DT2 
LDT . LDB ’ DT H; DTR 
LDT . DB ’ DT ++; DT’ 
LDT' . H . DT H; DT’ 
DTR LDT -; DTR 
DT LDT -‘r DT2 
DB . LDT ++; DT’ 
DT= . LDT ++; DT2 
LDT3 -; LDT2 
LDT . H . LDT -; DT2 
LDT . LDB ’ LDT -; LDTR 
LDT . DB ’ LDT -; DTR 
LDTR ’ H ’ LDT -; DTR 
DTR . DB -‘r DTR 
(2% 6) 
(2% 24) 
(3,11,12,11,15,7,11,16,13,15,10) 
(11,2,1) 
(15,7,11,16,13,15,10) 
(16,11,12, 16,13,15,10) 
(11,12,11) 
(11,16, 13,15,10) 
(11,20,11) 
(38325) 
(797) 
(4136) 
(40,7) 
(39,6) 
(41724) 
(3,102 25) 
(11,8,10,49) 
(16,10,28) 
(15,17,15) 
(15,21,15) 
(4,52) 
(8,8,54) 
(5238) 
(1026) 
(5126) 
(52350) 
(3,11,38) 
(15,9,15,5) 
(13,15,10) 
(61354) 
(9119) 
(1538) 
(1127) 
(6226) 
(15350) 
(3,13,12,13,16,4,3,25) 
LDTR ’ DB -; LDTR . H (13,2) 
DT . DB H;. DT’ (163433325) 
DB2 -; DB (16,13, 12,16,13,17, 13) 
LDB. DB -; DB (13,12,13) 
H.DB -5 DB (16,17,16) 
LH.DB -; DB (16,21,16) 
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(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
(80) 
(81) 
(82) 
(83) 
(84) 
(85) 
(86) 
(87) 
(88) 
(89) 
(90) 
(91) 
(92) 
(93) 
(94) 
(95) 
(96) 
(97) 
(98) 
(99) 
(100) 
(101) 
(102) 
(103) 
(104) 
(105) 
(106) 
LDT2 . DB -; LDT . DB 
LDT.H,DB -; LDT,DB 
LDT ’ LDB . DB H;. LDT ’ DB 
LDT ’ DB2 -;. LDT . DB 
LDTR.H.DB H;. LDTR,H 
DT’ . LDB -; DTR 
DB . LDB -; DB 
DT2. LDB +-+; DTR 
LDT2 ’ LDB H;. LDT . LDB 
LDT.H.LDB H;. LDT.DB 
LDT . LDB2 -; LDT . LDB 
LDT . DB ’ LDB -; LDT . DB 
LDTR . H . LDB ++; LDTR . H 
DTR. H H;. DTR 
DB-H -; DB 
DT2 . H +-+; DT= 
LDT2 . H H; LDT,H 
LDT . H2 ++; LDT. H 
LDT.LDB.H ++; LDT.DB 
LDT,DB.H -; LDT.DB 
LDTR . H2 i-+;. LDTR . H 
DTR . LH H; DTR 
LDT’ . LH -; LDTR 
DB.LH -; DB 
DT2 ’ LH H;. DT2 
LDT2. LH H; LDT2 
LDT.H.LH H; LDT.H 
LDT . LDB ’ LH +-+; LDT . LDB 
LDT.DB-LH +-+; LDT-DB 
LDTR.H,LH -; LDTR.H 
(9975) 
(74) 
(73) 
(72) 
(74370) 
(3,12,3) 
(16,12,16) 
(3725) 
(9,20) 
(16) 
(12) 
(83) 
(16770) 
(3,13,71) 
(13,17,13) 
(4,541 
(9,211 
(17) 
(13) 
(91) 
(17) 
(3,149 3) 
(11,9,11,1) 
(13,18,13) 
(4,18,4) 
(9,223 9) 
(18) 
(14) 
(100) 
(18) 
4. The rewriting system S 
Let N CM* be defined by 
N = ( 1, DTR, LDT’, DT, LDT, DB, LDB, H, LH ) 
U ( DT2, LDT2, LDT . H, LDT . LDB, LDT . DB, LDTR . H ) . 
Table 1 consists of two parts. In the upper part each row corresponds to an element u 
of N - { Iz } and each column corresponds to an element Y E { DTR, LDTR, DT, LDT, 
DB }. In the lower part each row corresponds to an element u of N - { 1) and each 
column corresponds to an element Y E { LDB, H, LH }. Hence, each element u of 
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Table 1 
The rewriting system S 
DTR 
DTR DTR 
LDTR DTR 
DT DTR 
LDT DTR 
DB DTR 
LDB DTR 
H DTR 
LH DTR 
DT2 DTR 
LDT’ DTR 
LDT.H DTR 
LDT LDB DTR 
LDT DB DTR 
LDTR H DTR 
LDTR DT LDT DB 
DTR DTR DTR DTR 
LDTR DTR LDTR LDTR H 
DTR DT2 DT2 DTR 
LDTR DT* LDT2 LDT . DB 
DTR DTR DTR DB 
LDTR DTR LDTR DB 
DTR DT DT DB 
LDTR DT LDT DB 
DTR DT* DT* DTR 
LDTR DT2 LDT2 LDT DB 
DTR DT* DT* LDT DB 
LDTR DTR LDTR LDT DB 
DTR DTR DTR LDT DB 
DTR DTR DTR LDTR H 
LDB H LH 
DTR 
LDTR 
DT 
LDT 
DB 
LDB 
H 
LH 
DT2 
LDT2 
LDT.H 
LDT LDB 
LDT . DB 
LDTR H 
DTR 
LDTR 
DTR 
LDT LDB 
DB 
LDB 
DB 
LDB 
DTR 
LDT LDB 
LDT DB 
LDT LDB 
LDT DB 
LDTR H 
DTR 
LDTR H 
DT2 
LDT.H 
DB 
DB 
H 
H 
DT2 
LDT.H 
LDT.H 
LDT DB 
LDT , DB 
LDTR H 
DTR 
LDTR 
DT2 
LDT2 
DB 
LDB 
H 
LH 
DT2 
LDT2 
LDT.H 
LDT LDB 
LDT DB 
LDTR H 
N - { A} and each element Y E M determine an entry of Table 1. By direct inspection 
we now show that the entry determined by u E N - { A } and Y E A4 contains a word 
u E N - { A } such that either u . Y -F u or u . Y = v. First we read the entries in the 
upper part and then in the lower part. In both parts we proceed column by column. 
In each column we proceed from the top to the bottom. Simultaneously, we read the 
relations (23)-( 106) beginning with (23). For each entry determined by u E N - { I } 
and Y E M and containing v E N, we carry out the following. If u. Y = v, then we go 
to the next entry. If u . Y # o, then we read the current relation (i) of (23)-(106). If 
(i) is of the form u . Y *T u, then we go to the next entry and to the relation (i + 1); 
otherwise we find the relation u . Y ++F u among (l)-(22). 
Let the string rewriting system S be the set of all pairs of the form (U . Y, u), where 
u E N - { A}, Y E M, and u is the entry of Table 1 determined by the row of u and the 
column of Y; moreover, u . Y # u. By the above observation, -i E *F. Conversely, 
by direct inspection we obtain that T G S. Hence ++; C “5. Moreover, by Lemma 3.3, 
T C 8. Hence we get the following result. 
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Lemma 4.1. ++;=-;c6? 
Consider the automaton J-A?’ = (M,N, 6, A), where for each Y E M, &A, Y) = Y, and 
for any u E N - { 1) and Y E M, 6(u, Y) is equal to the entry of Table 1 determined 
by the row of u and the column of Y. 
Claim 4.2. For any w E M’ and z E N, if (A, w)&*(z, A) then w-d z. 
Proof. By the definition of S and &‘, for any u E N and Y E M, 6(u, Y) = u if and 
only either u . Y = u or u . Y -+s v. Hence, the claim follows by an easy induction on 
the length of W. 0 
By Claim 4.2, for every word w E M’, the automaton d computes in 0(/w/) time 
a word z E N such that w -+Bz. Hence, we have got the following result. 
Theorem 4.3. We have a linear time algorithm which for every word w E 44’ com- 
putes a word z E N such that w +H z. 
5. The inclusion diagram 
In this section we give an inclusion diagram for the set of tree transformation classes 
/lNll = { l/w/l 1 w E N}. To this end, we first show the following six lemmas. 
Lemma 5.1. LDTR $ LDT o DB. 
Proof. Let C = Za U Cl U &, where Ca = { #,$}, Cr = {g}, and & = {f}. Let 
p G TX x TZ be defined by 
P = 1 (f(s”(0, $)9 f (g”(Q, 9) I nao1 u {(f(g”(O#),f(g”(V?#)) I na0). 
Here and in what follows, go(#) = # and g”+‘(g) = g(gn(#)) for n 30. Consider 
the ldtR d = (Z,A,&aa,P&), where kt = { aa,al,a2,a3,@} and Pd COnSiStS of the 
following 8 rules. 
(ao(f(~l,~2))-,f(al(xl),az(x2));T~,{$)), 
(Q(f(xb~2)) + f(a3(Xl),a4(X2));T~,{ #))T 
(m@h )I --) dal(xl)); Tc ), 
(a(#) + $; ), 
(Q2W -+ $;>, 
(~3Mxl)) -+ da3(xl)>; Tz ), 
(a3(#) + #; >, 
(a4(#) -+ R ). 
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It should be clear that rd = p. We now show that p $! LDT o DB. By way of a 
contradiction, let us suppose that there is an ldt 99 = (C, B, A, bo, Pg) and a db V = 
(A, C, C, C’, Pv) such that p = za o 7~. As dam(p) G dom(rg) and &J is deterministic, 
there is exactly one rule in Pg with left-hand side b&f(xl,x2)). Let us suppose that 
this rule is of the form 
where r E TAs(X2). We now show that both xl and x2 appear in r. Let us suppose 
that xl does not appear in Y. Then r.&(#, 8)) = r,&(g(!4), #)). Hence 
S(k 8) = Tis3 0 w(f(#, v> = Ttg 0 %&-MU #)I = f(s(#), $1 2 
a contradiction. Thus x1 appears in r. Let us suppose that x2 does not appear in r. 
Then ra(f(#, #)) = r&f(#,$)). Hence 
a contradiction. Thus x2 appears in r. Hence r = t[bl(xl), bz(xz)], where t E Td(X2), 
and both x1 and x2 appear in t, and bl, b2 E B. 
Consider the derivations 
f(s”(O $1 =b t[hW(U),b2Wl =%a t[hW(O)> p11 9 
fW(#>, #> =%a t[hW’(#)),b2(W +a t[h(g”(#)), ~21, 
where pt,p2 E T,, and the rules b2($) -+ pl and b2(#) --+ p2 are in Pg. Let 
U = {s E Fr(Xt) 1 t[c(xl),p1] *$ c’(s) for some c E Cc’ E C’} 
U { s E F&Yl) 1 t[c(x,), p2] =$ c’(s) for some c E Cc’ E C’ } . 
It should be clear that ) Uj < 21CI. Let 
K = mu{ height(s) ( s E U } . 
Let n > K. Then 
boU-(g”(O%)) =b @lW’(Q),b2($)1 =b t[hWY#)), PII *; t[p, ~11 3 
boO-WY#), 8)) *a~ WM’(~)),b2(~)1 *a WlW(#))v ~21 4 t[p, ~21 
for SOme P, PI, PZ E TA. Since f(g"(#), #) E dam(p) and f(gn(#),$) E dam(p), 
t[P* PI1 =& t[c(g),c1(q1)1 =$ c’Mqm1) = c’uwcu,$)) 7 
t[Pl P21 =% M?)vc2(q2)1 *t: C”(~2[4,421) = C”Cm”(O~)) 
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where C,CI,Q E C, c’,c” E C’, q,ql,q:! E T., SI,SZ E TdxZ), P+; c(q), PI *$ 
c1(91), p2 *; c2(92), 
G&1),c1(91 )I 4 c’(s1cx1,911) 2
q&l ), c2(92 )I *; C”(S2[Q 7 921) . 
Hence sl[xl,qll E U, s2kl,q21 E U, and 
s1[9,911 = f(s”($),$), ~2[%921 = f(s”(0 fl) . 
By the definition of K and n, JZlp(sl [xl,ql])( <K < n. On the other hand, 
I~~P(f(dw~$))l = I~~P@1[9~911)l = n + I 9 
hence llp(sl [nl,ql]) is a proper prefix of Ilp(sl [q,ql]). Thus xl appears in the tree 
~1, and IZp(sl[xl,ql]) leads to an occurrence of xl. Moreover, as Ilp(sl[q,ql]) leads 
to $ in the tree sl[q,ql], $ appears in the tree q. By similar arguments, we obtain that 
x1 appears in s2 and # appears in the tree q. Hence, q contains both $ and #, and thus 
# appears in the tree sl[q,ql] = f(g”($),$), a contradiction. Cl 
Lemma 5.2. DT $Z LDTR o H 
Proof. Let C = Co u Cl, where CO = { #}, Cl = {f}, and let A = do U AI U d2, 
where do = { #,$}, Al = {f}, A2 = {g}. Let p& Tz x TA defined by 
P = { (f”(#),s(f”_‘(#),f”_‘($))) I fla 1) . 
Consider the dt d = (&A, A, ao,Pd), where A = { ao,al, u2 } and Pd consists of the 
following 5 rules: 
a(fh)) + “ml@l)), 
az(f(x1)) + f(az(x1 ))Y 
u2(#) -+ $. 
It should be clear that r~ = p. Hence p E DT. We now show that p $? LDTR o H. By 
way of a contradiction, let us suppose that there is an ldtR g = (Z, B, r, bo, Pa) and a 
th U=(T,C,A,c,Pw) such that z~oo~=p. Let 
U = {s E T&Xl) ( there is a rule ( bl(f(x1)) --+ q[b2(xl)]; L) in Pa 
with q E Tr(& ), bl, b2 E B, and c(q) dtp s } . 
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It should be clear that U is fmite. Let K > height(r) for each r E U. Let m > K. 
Then there is an integer 0 <n < m such that 
(i) bo(f”(#)> *G ~,Mf”-“(~))l =b un[r[b’(fm-n-l(#)>ll = ~,+~P’(f”-“-‘(~))l, 
where b’ E B, r E T&Y,), b(f(xl)) + r[b’(xl)] is in Pa, and u,+l = u,[r], 
(ii) c(h) *$ c(xl ), 
(iii) c(u,+t) =FG c(r)*; g(q,vz) for some ut,u2 E Tdc(Xt). 
Note that g(ut,uz) E U. Hence jZlp(g(q,uz))) <K. We now show that III contains xl. 
By way of a contradiction, let us suppose that XI does not appear in ut. Then VI E T,. 
Now 
bo(f”(V> =+I; un+db’(fm-“-lWl =G un+lbl 
for some z E Tr and 
where u1 = f”-‘(#). Since g(ul, u2) E U, by the definition of K, we get that m = 
Illp(g(ul, Q[z]))~ <K, a contradiction. By similar arguments, we obtain that 212 contains 
XI. Thus, u1 = fj(c(x1)) and ~9 = f k(c(xl)) for some j,k 20. Since VI contains XI, 
we get that un+t also contains xl. As g is linear, u,+r contains exactly one occurrence 
of xl. Hence, 
bo(f”+‘(#>) =$ un+l[b’(#)l *; un+l[wl 
for some w E T,- and 
c(u,+1[wl) =G g(fj(c(w)), fVc(w))) *tx g(f’(f ‘(@),fk(f $9)) 2 
where 120, 6 E {#,$}, and c(w)+,’ f’(h). By the definition of p, p(f”+‘(#)) = 
g(f”(#), p($)). Hence by the assumption p = r~ orq, we have g(fj+‘(S), fkf’(6)) = 
g(f”(#),f”(%)). Thus # = 6 = $, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 5.3. LDTR o H c DTR. 
Proof. Since LDTR C DTR and H C DTR, by Proposition 2.4 (i) we get that LDTR o 
H 2 DTR. The proper inclusion LDTR o H c DTR follows from Lemma 5.2 and the 
inclusion DT C DTR. 0 
Lemma 5.4. LDB $E DT’. 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [8] and by (*) in [7], dom(DT2) = DREC. It is 
well known that dom(LDB) = REC and DREC c REC, see [12]. Hence, dom(DT 2, c 
dom(LDB) and in this way LDB $ DT2. 0 
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Lemma 5.5. LDT $!i DB. 
Proof. Let C = .&I U Cl, where & = { # }, Ci = { f }, and let A = A0 U Al, where 
A~={#,$},andA~={f}.Letp~T~xT~bedefinedbyp={(f”(#),f”(#)))n~O 
is an even number } U { (f”(#),f”(%)) ( na 1 is an odd number}. 
Let the ldt d = (&A, A,ao,Pd) be defined as follows. A = { ao,ai } and Pd 
consists of the following four rules: 
ao(f (xl> -+ f @1(x)) 2 
Ul(f (x)1 + f (aotx)) 7 
al(#) --f $9 
a()(#) -+ # . 
It should be clear that rd = p. Thus p E LDT. Let us suppose that p E DB. Then there 
is a db ~43 = (Z,B, A,B’,Pg) such that r~ = p. Let K bound the heights of the right- 
hand sides of the rules in Pg. Let n > K be an even number. Then (f”(#),f”(#)) E p, 
and hence 
f”(#) *; h(f”(#)) t**> 
for some bi E B’. As (f”+‘(#),f”+‘($)) E p, 
f”+w =G ~2tf”+‘ts)> 
for some b2 E B’. By (**) 
f”+vu 4 f (h(f”(Q)) +a! b2tf"+'t%)) . 
Hence, the rule 
f (bl(Xl)) + b2(f”+‘($)) 
is in Pa. However, this contradicts the assumption that K bounds the heights of the 
right-hand sides of the rules in Pa. 0 
Lemma 5.6. H g LDTR. 
Proof. Let Z = Za U Cl, where CO = { # }, Ci = { f }, and let A = A0 U AZ, where 
A0 = { # }, 42 = { g }. The binary balanced tree pn E TA of height n is defined as 
follows. Let po = #, and for any n > 0, let pn = g(pn_l, p,,_l ). Let p C TC x TA be 
defined by 
P = {(f”(#), Pn) I n>Ol. 
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DT1 
LDI 
DTR 
_i 
\------\ 
LDToH 
“\\ 
LH ?’ 
l 
LDT o DB 
DB 
LDB 
Fig. 1. The inclusion diagram of the set IINII. 
Consider the th d = (&A, A, ao,P), where A = { a0 } and P consists of the following 
2 rules: 
ao(f(x1)) --+ daoh), aoh)), ao(#) + # . 
It should be clear that p = zd. It is not hard to see that p $ LDTR. 0 
Theorem 5.7. The diagram in Fig. 1 is an inclusion diagram for (lNI(. 
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Proof. We divide the proof into three steps. In the first step we show that if a class 
Y is above another class 2 and there is an edge between Y and Z, then Z C Y. We 
go through the edges in the diagram of Fig. 1 in a top-down and left-to-right order 
and list all nontrivial inclusions corresponding to the edges. We add the proof of each 
inclusion in parenthesis. 
DT2 c DTR (by the inclusion DT c DTR and by (i) of 
Proposition 2.4) 
LDTR o H G DTR (LDTR & DTR,H & DTR and by (i) of Proposition 2.4) 
LDT o DB 5 LDTR o H (LDT o DB “2” LDT o LDB o H c LDTR o LDTo 
LDB o H (2’ LDTR o LDB o H (2’ LDTR o H) 
LDT’ 2 LDT o H (LDT2 (g’ LDT o LH c LDT o H) 
LDT o LDB G LDTR (by (t),(S), and (ii) of Proposition 2.4) 
LDT= g LDT o LDB (LDT2 ‘2’ LDT o LH C LDT o LDB) 
In the second step, using the results of the first step, we show that if a class Y is 
above another class Z and there is an edge between Y and Z, then Z c Y. We again 
go through the edges in the diagram of Fig. 1 in a top-down and left-to-right order, 
in each horizontal “virtual plane” clockwise. We add the proof of each inclusion in 
parenthesis. When citing known inclusion results, we ignore the original sources of 
some easy results and refer instead to the inclusion diagrams appearing in papers 
[9] and [3] to ensure a convenient progress. Moreover, we shall frequently show an 
inclusion X c Y by referring to a noninclusion V $!G Z, where V c Y and X 2 Z: 
DT2 c DTR (by Theorem 5 in [7] and by Fig. 1 in [8]) 
LDTR o H c DTR (by Lemma 5.3) 
LDT o DB c LDTR o H (by Lemma 5.1) 
LDT o H c LDT o DB (by Lemma 5.4) 
LDToH c DT2 (by Fig. 1 in [9]) 
DT c DT= (by Fig. 1 in [9]) 
LDTR c LDTR o H (by Lemma 5.6) 
DB c LDT o DB (by Lemma 5.5) 
H c LDToH (byFig. 1 in[9]) 
H c DB (by Fig. 1 in [3]) 
H c DT (by Fig. 1 in [9]) 
LDT c DT (by Fig. 1 in [9]) 
LDT2 c LDT o H (by Fig. 1 in [9]) 
LDT o LDB c LDTR (by Lemma 5.1) 
LDT o LDB c LDT o DB (by Lemma 5.6) 
LDB c DB (by Fig. 1 in [3]) 
LH c H (by Fig. 1 in [3]) 
LDT c LDT2 (by Fig. 1 in [9]) 
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LDT2 c LDT o LDB (by Lemma 5.4) 
LDB c LDT o LDB (by Lemma 5.5) 
LH c LDB (by Fig. 1 in [3]) 
LH c LDT (by Fig. 1 in [3]) 
I c LH (by Fig. 1 in [3]) 
Finally, in the third step we show that if neither of the inclusions Y G Z and Z C_ Y 
is indicated by the diagram for classes Y and Z in N, then they are incomparable. 
We traverse the diagram in a top-down and left-to-right order as follows. The diagram 
is drawn as if its nodes, except the topmost and lowest ones, were fitting to three 
horizontal planes. We visit first the upper plane, then the middle one and finally the 
lower one. In each plane we proceed clockwise. For each element Y in N, when visiting 
Y, we compare Y with all elements Z in N such that there is neither an ascending nor 
a descending path between the Y and Z, and that Y and Z have not been compared 
yet. We add the proof of each incomparability in parenthesis: 
DT2 w LDTR o H 
DT2 w LDT o DB 
DT2 w LDTR 
DT2 w DB 
DT2 w LDT o LDB 
DT2 w LDB 
LDTRoH wDT 
LDToDB w DT 
LDT o DB w LDTR 
LDToHwDT 
LDT o H w LDTR 
LDToH w DB 
LDToH w LDToLDB 
LDToH w LDB 
DT w LDTR 
DT w DB 
DT w LDT2 
DT w LDT o LDB 
DT w LDB 
LDTR w DB 
LDTR w H 
DB w LDT 
DB w LDT2 
DB w LDT o LDB 
HwLDT 
H WI LDT2 
H w LDToLDB 
(by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.2) 
(by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.2) 
(by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.1) 
(by Fig. 1 in [9]) 
(by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.4) 
(by Figure 1 in [9]) 
(by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.4) 
(by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6) 
(by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6) 
(by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.5) 
(by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.5) 
(by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.5) 
(by Fig. 1 in [9]) 
(by Fig. 1 in [9]) 
(by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.5) 
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H w LDB (by Fig. 1 in [3]) 
LDT w LDB (by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.4) 
LDT2 w LDB (by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.4) 0 
In the light of Theorem 5.7, the following result is obtained by direct inspection of 
the inclusion diagram of Fig. 1. 
Consequence 5.8. For any U, Y E N, lItill = jlvl( if and only if u = u. 
6. The main results 
The main results of this paper are now easy consequences of the work presented in 
previous sections. 
Theorem 6.1. *;.=t+$=@ 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 it is sufficient o show that 0 G *:. Let W, W’ E M* be such 
that llwll = ]Iw’II. Then, by Theorem 4.3, there exist z,z’ E N such that w +dz and 
w’--+;z’. By Lemma 4.1, IIw(( = llz]l and I]w’I) = Ilz’II; hence we have (IzI( = ~~z’~~. By 
Consequence 5.8, z = z’. Therefore we get w “3 w’. q 
Theorem 6.2. [M] = I(NI(. 
Proof. Obviously [IN/l G llM*II = [Ml, T o s h ow that llM*II G llNl[, let w E M*. By 
Theorem 4.3 there exists z E N such that w +i z. By Lemma 4.1, I/wll = ~~z~~. Hence 
IIWII E IIW 0 
Finally we turn to the decision problem of the inclusion in [Ml. 
Theorem 6.3. There is a linear time algorithm which for any tree transformation 
classes Yl, . . . , Y,, 21,. . . , Z, E M decides which one of the following four mutually 
exclusive conditions holdr: 
(i) Yt 0 a.. OY, =z1 o...ozn, 
(ii) Yt o..-oY*cZ, o...ozn, 
(iii) Z1o...oZ,CYto...oY,, 
(iv) Yl 0.. . 0 Y, W Z1 0.. .o Z,. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.3 we find in linear time y,z E N with Yt . . . Y, -3 y and 
zt . ..Z” +$z. Then by Lemma 4.1, we also have llY~...Y,,,(l = lly]l and llZt...Z,ll 
= l]zjl. Thus, one of the conditions (i)-(iv) holds for Yt o . . .o Y, and Zt o . . . o Z, if 
and only if the corresponding (i’)-(iv’) holds for l]yll and j]zli, where 
(i’) IIYII = 1141~ 
(ii’> IIYII c lIzlIt 
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(iii’) II41 c IIYIL 
(iv’) IIYII w 1141. 
By Fig. 1 it is decidable in constant time which one of (i’)-(iv’) holds. 0 
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